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8mm
Wetroom 
Panels

To create a minimalist contemporary wetroom, there are various unique
designs to suit everyone’s needs. For a complete minimalist option there is
the stunning corner panel, which can be installed to a shower tray, or
straight to the floor for ease of access. A stylish addition to the wetroom can
be an end panel which provides a more enclosed showering space.
Additional support can be offered with an optional bracing bar which can
be cut to the required length and a return panel can also be added to the
design to guide the water back into the showering area. An adjustable foot
is also included for supporting the fixed ‘L’ return panel on a standard tray if
required and an inward pivoting ‘L’ return panel is now available.

For Roman Shield Wetroom
System see pages 22 - 23
For tray options see pages 26 - 29

Panel H3SP9CS with Pivoting ‘L’ Panel H3SPM4CS

Specifications of wetroom panels:
■ Height: 2000mm
■ Glass Thickness: 8mm 
■ Reversible for left or right hand applications
■ A stylish low level brace bar can be

purchased separately if required
■ Suitable for use with power showers
■ Due to the nature of the product water

integrity cannot be guaranteed - please
consult your installer



LBBK4590 brace bar back to wall or can be cut to fit at 45º angle
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Fixed ‘L’ Return Panel

Panel H3SP9CS with Panel H3SP8CS and Brace Bar LBBK4590

Panel H3SP9CS with ‘L’ Panel H3SP2CS and Panel H3SP8CS
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Optional adjustable foot (supplied with H3SPL2CS)

Description Code Actual Size (mm)

700 Wetroom Panel H3SP7CS 657 - 672
800 Wetroom Panel H3SP8CS 757 - 772
900 Wetroom Panel H3SP9CS 857 - 872
1000 Wetroom Panel H3SP10CS 957 - 972
1200 Wetroom Panel H3SP12CS 1157 - 1172

200 ‘L’ Shaped Fixed Return Panel H3SPL2CS 226

200 ‘L’ Shaped Pivoting Return Panel H3SPM2CS 243
300 ‘L’ Shaped Pivoting Return Panel H3SPM3CS 343
400 ‘L’ Shaped Pivoting Return Panel H3SPM4CS 443

Optional Brace Bar LBBK4590* 1000 - Cut to fit

Pivoting ‘L’ Return Panel

*Minimum clearance from top of glass to ceiling for fixing the brace bar is 35mm.


